Abstract. This paper proposes a method to optimize Pathological Voice Features based on classification and experimental design. Firstly, all voice parameters of features are classified, then pick the right amount of each class of representative and typical parameters based on the principle of mathematical statistics. Finally, recognition experiments are performed with this combination. C4.5 decision tree algorithm is used to recognize vocal cord or non-vocal cord damage voice, results show that recognition rate of optimized features is 5% higher than non-optimized, which is up to 89%.
Introduction
Automatic identification of pathological voice has become an important research field. However with the increase of the amount of parameters, the complexity and memory consumption will be significantly increased in model training or recognition [1] [2] [3] . Several proper features which have the best discrimination capability should be selected [4] [5] [6] . Currently there are two main methods about selection of parameters, one is dividing the characteristic parameters into several categories based on the knowledge of phonetics and auditory aspects, then select a class from the various types of characteristic parameters by comparing experiment. The other method is to calculate the number of dimensions of feature vectors by doing experiment on each type of the feature parameters, including figuring out the number of dynamic characteristics. Both two methods obtained a single type of characteristic parameters or simply add several other parameters, they can't find a combination of different types of characteristic parameters systematically.
To solve this problem, this paper presents a method based on classification and experimental design to optimize the parameters of features. This method complete the optimization of the acoustic parameters by researching the correlation among acoustic parameters of pathological voice. Then optimized parameters is selected which contain more information and mostly reflect the pathological features of voice. Results show that recognition rate with optimized features is 5% higher than non-optimized, which is up to 89%.
Classification of voice features
The merits and the relation of the characteristics need to be evaluated, because there will be a close correlation between the same type of parameters. If these parameters are used to characterize the voice features of vocal cord diseases, there must be lots of redundancy. So it is necessary to study the correlation of these features. Based on this problem, all the parameters is divided into three categories. Three combinations of different types of parameters will each adopt the highest rate of property optimization algorithm to screen the best parameters. Finally aggregate all selected parameters. The flow chart of experiment is showed in figure 1 . To reduce the redundancy between parameters, the correlation of these features is studied. It concludes that each parameter have different effects on different types of voice disease. Therefore it is necessary to study the merits of the various features to describe different voice diseases. In this study, all the features are divided into three categories.
Features about fundamental frequency reflect the stability degree of the frequency of the voice signal or pitch period. STD is a measure of the overall degree of stability of the fundamental frequency, it is closely related to the degree of relaxation of vocal cords. When sound becomes rough, STD significantly increased. Pitch frequency variation coefficient (VFo) reflects the deviation degree relative to the mean Fo. Value change of Fo causes the increase of VFo. The first feature set shows in Table 1 . Table 1 Category1: The first set of frequency-dependent features Jitter refers to the change rate of acoustic wave frequency during the adjacent period. It represents the degree of change during the relative periods. The relative average perturbation (RAP) and pitch period perturbation quotient (PPQ) are parameters reflecting the change degree of Jitter. RAP is equal to the third-order perturbation, PPQ is equal to the fifth-order perturbation. Sf is the smoothing factor of smoothed pitch period perturbation quotient (SPPQ).The second feature set shows in Table 2 . Amplitude characteristics describe the degree of stability of the voice amplitude. The percentage of amplitude jitter (Shim) gives an evaluation in percent of the variability of the peak-to-peak amplitude within the analysed voice sample. Peak amplitude variation (vAm) represents the relative standard deviation of the period-to-period amplitude. In this study, a small number of energy- 
Searching algorithm of feature selection
Attribute selection problem is a very important method to preprocess data in the field of mining data. Attribute selection process is mainly composed of two parts. One is the generation process of properties subset, the other is the evaluation of the properties. Currently study on generation of attribute subset focused on two aspects those are complete style and heuristic style. Attribute selection methods commonly use search method forward, backward delete method, exhaustive search method, relief algorithm and packaging method and so on [7] [8] [9] . This paper uses Cfs algorithm evaluation methods and gain ratio evaluation.
Stepwise forward selection procedure starts from an empty set of features. In each subsequent iteration, we select the best features of the current feature set (Evaluation function J is max when this feature combines with the already selected features together), then add it to the collection.
Cfs is a filtering algorithm which sorts feature subsets based on evaluation function. Deviation of the evaluation function can determine the relevance of features. It evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the individual predictive ability of each feature along with the degree of redundancy between them. Cfs feature subsets evaluation function as shown:
Where J is the evaluation function, cf r is the average correlation between the characteristics and classification category, ff r represents the mean value among interrelated characteristics. Ranker is a searching method for subset of the attributes, ranking attributes by their individual evaluations and using in conjunction with attribute evaluators (Relief, GainRatio, Entropy etc). GainRatio evaluates the worth of an attribute by measuring the gain ratio with respect to the class.
S A is on behalf of the breadth and uniformity of property A splitting sample set S. Follow the above steps, select the properties most wanted with the most suitable property evaluation algorithm respectively, and meet demand of good integrity of data, less redundancy of data, less correlation among properties, etc. Selection results show in Table 4 .
Table4 Selection results

Experimental results and data analysis
Currently common diseases causing voice changes can be divided into vocal and non-vocal cord damage. Vocal cord damage includes vocal nodules, vocal fold edema, vocal fold polyps and others. In this study, the main job is to identify vocal or non-vocal cord damage. 100 groups of hyperthyroidism data was chosen from KAY Database and 100 groups of vocal cord damage data from the First Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University.
The experiment roll up the three feature sets, classify it with J48 classifiers and use 10-fold crossvalidation method [10] . Finally the average classification error rate is calculated. The Kappa statistic and mean absolute error rate are chosen as the evaluation index.
Kappa analysis is a multivariate statistical method to evaluate the classification accuracy. The larger Kappa value is, the more accurate the classification is. As shown in Figure 2 , through experimental comparison, the classification with the individual category of parameters is less accurate than with the full-featured parameters, and the Kappa statistic is maximum using optimized features. As shown in Figure 3 , similar conclusions can be seen from the mean absolute error rate curve. 
Conclusions
Pathological voice recognition is an important part of voice signal analysis field, and the impact of disease on vocal voice is more common and significant. Extracting the right features is key to successfully recognize vocal disease and non-vocal voice disorders. However, there is redundancy among similar characteristics. So characteristic optimization and selection is also important. In this paper, the feature classification, parameters selection and classification algorithms are combined, consisting of a new feature vector to conduct identification experiment. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the theory.
